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 In this major work, Jeffrey Hopkins, on e of the In this major work, Jeffrey Hopkins, on e of the
world's foremost scholar-practitioners of Tibetanworld's foremost scholar-practitioners of Tibetan
Buddhism, offers a clear exposition of theBuddhism, offers a clear exposition of the
Prasangika-Madhyamaka view of emptiness asPrasangika-Madhyamaka view of emptiness as
presented in the Ge-luk-ba tradition of Tibetanpresented in the Ge-luk-ba tradition of Tibetan
Buddhism. In bringing this remarkable and complexBuddhism. In bringing this remarkable and complex
philosophy to life, he describes the meditationalphilosophy to life, he describes the meditational
practices by which emptiness can be realized andpractices by which emptiness can be realized and
shows throughout that, far from being merelyshows throughout that, far from being merely
abstract, these teachings can be vivid and utterlyabstract, these teachings can be vivid and utterly
practical. Presented in six parts, this book ispractical. Presented in six parts, this book is
indispensable for those wishing to delve deeply intoindispensable for those wishing to delve deeply into
Buddhist thought.Buddhist thought.
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The Boy Who Couldn't Be SeenThe Boy Who Couldn't Be Seen

 The boy in this story is emotionally alone; his The boy in this story is emotionally alone; his
parents contribute to his aloneness with their angerparents contribute to his aloneness with their anger
and emotional neglect. He ends up having no outletand emotional neglect. He ends up having no outlet
to show his emotions which lead to destructiveto show his emotions which lead to destructive
behavior. From there he finds himself in recoverybehavior. From there he finds himself in recovery
and discovering a loving God.and discovering a loving God.

The Rule of Four: A NovelThe Rule of Four: A Novel

 “One part The Da Vinci Code, one part The Name “One part The Da Vinci Code, one part The Name
of the Rose and one part A Separate Peace . . . aof the Rose and one part A Separate Peace . . . a
smart, swift, multitextured tale that both entertainssmart, swift, multitextured tale that both entertains
and informs.”—San Francisco Chronicle   NEWand informs.”—San Francisco Chronicle   NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER   Princeton. Good FridYORK TIMES BESTSELLER   Princeton. Good Frid

Karen Brown's Mexico, 2007: Exceptional PlacesKaren Brown's Mexico, 2007: Exceptional Places
to Stay & Itineraries (Karen Brown's Mexico:to Stay & Itineraries (Karen Brown's Mexico:
Exeptional Places to Stay & Itineraries)Exeptional Places to Stay & Itineraries)

 The perfect book for the well-heeled, independent The perfect book for the well-heeled, independent
traveler. Everything you need to know to plan atraveler. Everything you need to know to plan a
successful trip: drive your car, rent a car, travel bysuccessful trip: drive your car, rent a car, travel by
luxury bus. What to see and where to stay. Mexicoluxury bus. What to see and where to stay. Mexico
is a dream destination: beautiful beaches,is a dream destination: beautiful beaches,
archaeological treasures, fascinating Colonialarchaeological treasures, fascinating Colonial
towns,towns,

Survival Skills (The Great Outdoors!)Survival Skills (The Great Outdoors!)

 Our ancestors survived in the wild for centuries. Our ancestors survived in the wild for centuries.
Knowing the secrets that kept them alive can makeKnowing the secrets that kept them alive can make
your nature experience more fun and safer. Find outyour nature experience more fun and safer. Find out
how to locate water, how to find food, and how tohow to locate water, how to find food, and how to
create several types of shelters. There is a list ofcreate several types of shelters. There is a list of
key gear to bring, plus ideas on how signalkey gear to bring, plus ideas on how signal
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
Presents many contemplations on emptiness and advice on how to meditate, culminating in thePresents many contemplations on emptiness and advice on how to meditate, culminating in the
debate that sparked the division in the Madhyamaka. Also includes a translation of the textdebate that sparked the division in the Madhyamaka. Also includes a translation of the text
"Emptiness in the Prasangika System" by Jam-yang-shay-pa."Emptiness in the Prasangika System" by Jam-yang-shay-pa.

Very thorough and academic. Also uses lots of precise terminology. Good choice for thoseVery thorough and academic. Also uses lots of precise terminology. Good choice for those
looking to gain a more thorough understanding.looking to gain a more thorough understanding.

 Review 2: Review 2:
I have many books by J. Hopkins, excellent work. My gripe is with the publisher who for someI have many books by J. Hopkins, excellent work. My gripe is with the publisher who for some
reason wishes to limit the sale of theirreason wishes to limit the sale of their
book by not permitting Text to Speech. If i had been paying attention, i wouldn't have bought thisbook by not permitting Text to Speech. If i had been paying attention, i wouldn't have bought this
book.book.

 Review 3: Review 3:
Meditation on emptiness, besides being a wonderful and perhaps singularly expressed text onMeditation on emptiness, besides being a wonderful and perhaps singularly expressed text on
this wonderful and most useful study of the center of Madyamika study, was sent in a timelythis wonderful and most useful study of the center of Madyamika study, was sent in a timely
fashion and in great condition.fashion and in great condition.

 Review 4: Review 4:
An excellent resource for readers who are interested in learning the nuts and bolts of BuddhistAn excellent resource for readers who are interested in learning the nuts and bolts of Buddhist
thought from the ground up particularly regarding the Prasangika Madhyamika view ofthought from the ground up particularly regarding the Prasangika Madhyamika view of
emptiness. I refer to it all the time. It's tersely written and vast in scope. I use it primarily as aemptiness. I refer to it all the time. It's tersely written and vast in scope. I use it primarily as a
reference. Although it was first published in 1983, it is still unique despite the growing number ofreference. Although it was first published in 1983, it is still unique despite the growing number of
publications on the subject of emptiness. Invaluable!publications on the subject of emptiness. Invaluable!

 Review 5: Review 5:
A great book for those interested in deeply pursuing an understanding of emptiness. ProvidesA great book for those interested in deeply pursuing an understanding of emptiness. Provides
the intellectual framework necessary for the kinds of analytic meditations on emptiness so oftenthe intellectual framework necessary for the kinds of analytic meditations on emptiness so often
recommended by HH the Dalai Lama. Not the book for someone with just a passing interest inrecommended by HH the Dalai Lama. Not the book for someone with just a passing interest in
Buddhist philosophy. But, an excellent resource for those wishing to pursue further study andBuddhist philosophy. But, an excellent resource for those wishing to pursue further study and
meditation on emptiness.meditation on emptiness.
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